BLOOMS AND TWINE FLORAL
DESIGN'S BEST FRIENDS
Seattle-Based and Travelling

Welcome to our vendor guide!!! Here's what you need to know:

I am HUGE fans of these artists' work! However, I cannot guarantee
their performance or availability for your event. Also, I want to clarify
that Blooms and Twine Floral Design doesn't ever get a cut of their
bookings. The reason I selected the talented people on this list is that
I genuinely love their work! I've created alongside them to make
magic, and have seen firsthand the joy and skill they each have in
their field.
As a queer woman myself, it was extra important to me that every
vendor on this list is not only LGBTQ-friendly but also actively creates
a space for people in love no matter their race, religion, ability,
orientation or gender. The majority of them are also woman-owned
and operated. I feel safe with these incredible people, and truly
believe you will too.
Happy planning, Bloom Babes!

Love, Katie
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Breanna and Kevin, BreannaplusKevin
This super cute dynamic duo is fun to work with, and so kind! Plus, their
gorgeous true to color edits always make the flowers pop, which we love.
They're experts in catching those little candid moments that you'll treasure
while sprinkling in amazing, high art posed photos.

Breeanna, Eleven Eleven Films
Breeanna does the coolest work! Moody colors, double exposures, stunning
perspectives and angles. She can definitely deliver that fine-art photography
look... with a healthy dose of sass! Fun fact about Breeanna... she's a kitty
foster mom, and the first time we met I spent a solid hour having kittens
crawl all over me. It was the best!!

PLANNING & COORDINATION
Wedding Management by B&T
Something I offer exclusively to our floral clients is wedding day
management services. We'll help you create a timeline, be a liaison for your
vendors, and make sure that everything is happening smoothly. Your
manager would coordinate things like room flips and guest movement to
make sure that you and your guests are getting the most out of the day.
Because honestly? During events, things happen. But with day-of wedding
management it's not on you to put out the fires (Occasionally literally. We're
big on candle safety!). It's not a substitute for planning or day-of coordination,
it's truly a behind the scenes service.
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HAIR AND MAKEUP ARTISTRY
Lisa, Lisa Boehm Beauty
Lisa is like that cool big sister everyone always wanted to have! She's not only a
fantastic hair and make up artist, but also the exact person you want to spend
hours and hours with the morning of your wedding. My favorite thing about
her work is that she makes you look like the most confident version of yourself.
She's a pro at doing anything from fun, bold looks to simple elegance.

LIVE WEDDING PAINTING
Paige, Paige Lindsey Design
Paige is a one-of-a-kind bubbly creative force, and should absolutely be on
your vendor team. I've had the honor of watching her work live and it is so
mesmerizing! Watching her bring a day to life on canvas is jaw-dropping.
B&T is lucky enough to be teaching workshops alongside her this year and I
can't wait to soak in all the knowledge I can!! Paige also does custom
commissions for wedding flower memorialization.

CALLIGRAPHY AND STATIONARY
Rachel, Everglow Handmade
Rachel is an incredible creator, and has the pure talent that makes her work
shine on a different level. Her lines are clean and stunning, and she does
incredible design work as well, meaning your whole wedding can have a
seamless and cohesive look! She's also just really fun to laugh and talk with.

Brittany, Letters and Dust
Brittany can do literally anything. Watching her work is absolutely
mesmerizing! And the pieces she creates are one-of-a-kind. If you want
something you can treasure for the rest of your lives together, absolutely check
out her work. Also, in case you're not the sentimental type who wants to hold
onto their signage, she does rentals too.
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RENTALS
Cort Rentals
Cort has an amazing selection, and at a super reasonable price point.
They're always surprising us with new inventory, and we will happily
work with them to create one-of-a-kind installation pieces for your
event!

Archive Rentals
Archive has the best styling pieces, hands down. There's something
about their curated collection of bohemian treasures that just really
makes us glad. And they're so accomodating!!

Décor Rentals by B&T
Another BT exclusive! Our clients have full access to our rental catalog,
which includes vintage treasures, greenery walls, and more!

FOOD & BEVERAGE SERVICES
Camelot Catering Co.
Camelot Catering Co. has been in business for over 35 years, and there's a
reason- their food is beyond tasty!! Seriously, go to their website and let the
drooling commence. They also offer cakes, if you prefer to go the allinclusive route!

Grate Boards
Who doesn't go wild for a good charcuterie spread?? We attended a
workshop featuring their boards recently, and it was absolutely the snack
and chat refreshment that we needed. Perfect for your rehearsal or
cocktail hour!

Emerald City Cocktails
The motto at Emerald City Cocktails is "Party Like it Never Happened" and I'm
obsessed. They skillfully host all inclusive and 100% compostable & reusable events.
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GOWNS
A&Be Bridal Shop
A & Be is easily one of my favorites. They have incredible designs
from a variety of designers, but also dedicate themselves to giving
back through their "Babes on a Mission" program which focuses on
lifting up marginalized groups and reproductive health. So you can
look amazing and feel amazing too! They gave $34,000 in 2020.

Brides for a Cause
Brides for a Cause is such a cool concept. Because they only carry
donated samples and gently-used secondhand items their selection
is constantly changing and encompasses a wide variety of styles and
sizes. They take those donated gowns (and attendant dresses and
separates), sell them, and donate 90% of the profits! Since they
opened in 2012 they've donated over $1,000,000 to charity.

SUITS & OTHER FORMALWEAR
Confete
Confete is pure fun! Their online shop is full to the brim with unique
textures, fabrics, and silhouettes that are guaranteed to bring whimsy
to your showers, receptions, or courthouse ceremonies. They also have
loads of chic separates and pantsuits.

Kirrin Finch
Even if custom is out of your budget, you can still have a lovely
gender-affirming suit. Designed with cuts for ladies and theydies,
these high quality suits are gorgeous and have extra seam
allowances so they can be taken to the tailor for a perfect fit.
All of these boutiques are size inclusive & carry accessories as well!
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JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES
MiaDonna & Co.
The rings at MiaDonna & Co. are not only spectacular, they're also a
purchase you can feel really good about. They're sustainable recycled
metals, conflict free lab-grown diamonds and gemstones, and ecofriendly certified by the Green America ‘Seal of Approval’.

Amanda, Amanda Michelle Jewelry
Amanda crafts beautiful and elegant accessories in both 14K gold fill
and sterling silver. I especially love her pearl pieces! Size inclusive.

Automic Gold
This queer-owned brand specializes in gender-inclusive pieces and has
a lovely wedding collection. Ethically sourced & size inclusive!

Abbey Rose Event Design Etsy
Owned by Abbey of Abbey Rose Events, this shop is a great place to find
handmade hair combs, pins, and other wedding accessories. Including
stunning formal face masks for you and your wedding party!

Katie, Tailored Tulle
If you thought veils were outdated, check out Katie's and reconsider!
We love her thoughtfully handmade veils. They're available in all
lengths, tons of shades (even black!), and with customizable detailing
there's definitely something for everyone.
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FLORAL PRESERVATION
Soil and Soul Studio
Soil and Soul makes modern floral art out of resin, and is an awesome
choice if you're looking for a 3D way to preserve your flowers for life! My
personal favorite pieces they create are their ring holders and pendants they're such sweet (and useful!) ways to remember your big day, every
day. They also have DIY kits if you feel like taking this project on yourself!

Teagan, Muted Rose Embroidery
When I first discovered Teagan's work it took my breath away! She
lovingly hand embroiders an image of your bouquet, creating the most
unique forever flowers I've ever seen. The depth and texture she's able to
create with so few materials is incredible.

Bloombeads by Freeze Frame
Bloombeads is such a cool process! They take your wedding flowers and
turn them into custom beads that can be transformed into jewelry! I
especially love their cuff bracelets.

Preservation by B&T
Our final BT exclusive. Would you like to divert some of your wedding day
flowers into a sentimental keepsake? I will save some of your flowers after
the event and press them into a stunning pressed flower art piece.

Emily, Pressed Petals by Emily
Emily creates super cute pressed bouquet recreations, nice full shadow
boxes, and artistic dried flower cloches. She can even include photos and
trinkets from your big day.

